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During the past twenty years, technology has dramatically changed the way museums document and
manage information about their collections internally, and provide access to object information and images
externally. Art museum photography studios that have gone completely digital report signicant increases
in productivity. High-end digital photography now produces images of comparable or better quality than
does analog photography. Improved color management routines are beginning to ensure that digital images
can faithfully reproduce the original art object in print. The expansion of art history graduate programs and
incorporation of art images into interdisciplinary studies have increased readership for scholarly publications
that include images of art and architecture.
Yet scholars and publishers perceive a mounting crisis in art book publishing. Christopher Lyon, Executive Director of Prestel Publishing, explains:
Government gures for hardcover sales of illustrated books indicate that serious illustration-driven
art books...amount to no more than one to two percent of annual U.S. trade book sales. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that this small segment of the market is dead in the water. . .. This gloomy
situation is ironic because we are living in what ought to be a golden age for the production and
consumption of art books. Never has the potential quality of art printing been higher than it is
today.... Unfortunately, as technical possibilities proliferate so too do permission regulations and
fees.... Among the changes negatively aecting art book production since the 1980s, the most
signicant appear to be the sharp rise in picture costs and increasing restrictions on reproduction
rights.1
This paper explores some of the reasons art museums cite for charging licensing fees for scholarly publications and examines the validity of the following arguments:
•

Loss of income: Museums face diminishing revenue and rising costs. Licensing images is viewed by

•

Costs of collections information management and digital imaging: Planning, implanting,

many museums as one way to generate much-needed income. Research indicates, however, that many
museums cite gross rather than net revenue, lacking the detailed analysis of the operational and sta
costs of service provision.
and maintaining the technical infrastructure to create, deliver, and store digital images and manage
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collections online is a costly, ongoing expense. Some museums seek to underwrite a portion of these
technology costs through rights and licensing income. Experience shows, however, that the investment
in technology supports collaboration across the museum and results in better collections care and
handling. Museums also nd that providing access to images of their collections online aids educational
outreach. Thus, automated collections management systems and digital imaging initiatives provide
mission-critical benets that many museums feel justify the investment in technology.
•

Concern about the security of high-resolution les: Rights and licensing sta have traditionally

•

Copyright and public domain: Museums often claim copyright over the photographic copies of

served as gatekeepers of museum images, trying to ensure that images of the collection are reproduced
with a high degree of delity to the original object and include proper descriptive and credit-line
information. Today, people easily obtain images by using their digital cameras while visiting the
museum, by scanning images from books, and by downloading images from the web. Recognizing
that these unauthorized images poorly represent their collections, some museums now make higherresolution images available to the public for educational use and scholarly publishing.
art objects that are in the public domain. The basis of this assertion is that photographing an art
object is in itself a creative act and justies the charge of permission fees. However, some legal opinion,
supported by recent case law, suggests that, when the aim of the photographic surrogate is to accurately
document the underlying work of art, the resulting photograph lacks sucient originality to qualify for
protection under U.S. copyright law.2

The paper also presents case studies of three museums that have begun to make high-resolution, fee-free
images available for scholarly publication. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Victoria & Albert Museum,
and Smithsonian Institution all had high-level administrative support for sharing images on the web and
making high-resolution images available for scholarly publishing.3 They each determined that supporting
scholarly publishing was a mission-driven imperative that outweighed the questionable proposition of net
income generation through licensing; however, each museum has taken a dierent route to delivering images:
•

The Metropolitan Museum of Art partnered with ARTstor, a nonprot digital library serving an

•

The Victoria & Albert Museum expanded the museum's website and began delivering high-

•

The Smithsonian Institution began an experiment in June 2008 with the commercial photo-sharing

educational community that launched Images for Academic Publishing in 2007.
resolution images for scholarly publishing in 2007.

site Flickr in its public collections area called The Commons.

Ultimately, the goal of this paper is to generate discussion within and among museums and explore the
elimination of image fees for scholarly publication of works in their collection.
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